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Modeling, Estimation and Control of HCCI Engine
with In-Cylinder Pressure Sensing

Youngsun Nam, Jaehyun Kim, Cheongyo Bahk, Inyoung Jang, Han Ho Song and Dongjun Lee

Abstract—We propose a novel modeling, estimation and control
framework for homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI)
engines, which, by utilizing direct in-cylinder pressure sensing,
can detect, and react to, the wide spectrum of combustion,
thereby, allowing for the prevention, or even recovery from,
partial burn or misfire, while significantly improving the stability
of transition control. For this, we first develop a discrete-time
cyclic control-oriented model of the HCCI process, for which we
completely replace the Arrhenius integral by quantities based on
the in-cylinder pressure sensing. We then propose a nonlinear
state feedback control based on the exact feedback linearization
and the switching linear quadratic regulators, and also present
how the state and other quantities necessary for this control
can be estimated by using the in-cylinder pressure sensing. We
also provide a new modeling approach for heat transfer, which,
through principal component analysis, can systematically allow
us to choose most significant variables, thereby, substantially
improving control and estimation precision. Simulation studies
using a continuous-time detailed HCCI engine model built on
MATLAB/Simulink and Cantera Toolbox are also performed
to demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed framework for the
scenarios of engine load transition and partial burn recovery with
the enlarged regions-of-attraction with less stringent actuation
limitation also shown.

Index Terms—Heat transfer, homogeneous charge compression
ignition (HCCI), in-cylinder pressure sensing, incomplete com-
bustion, transient control

I. INTRODUCTION

FUEL efficiency and low emission are the two most im-
pending requirements all the automobile companies strive

to provide. For this, some new power sources (e.g., electrical
battery, fuel cell) have been studied and commercialized, yet,
the energy efficiency and proven reliability of the internal
combustion engines are still something to be easily superseded
in near future. The two major breeds of the internal combustion
engines are the gasoline and diesel engines, with the former
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typically cleaner (with homogeneous air-fuel mixture), yet,
less efficient (with lower compression ratio and throttle loss);
while the latter more efficient (with higher compression ratio
and no throttling), yet, more polluting (with soots and NOx
from stratified combustion).

Homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) engines
are promising to resolve this efficiency-cleanness trade-off
between the gasoline and diesel engines. That is, by relying
on the (controlled) auto-ignition through the compression of
the lean homogeneous air-fuel mixture, the HCCI engines can
provide better fuel efficiency than the gasoline engines (with
higher compression ratio and no throttling) while also ensuring
cleaner combustion than the diesel engines (with homogeneous
air-fuel mixture and lower combustion temperature via exhaust
residual control).

One of the key challenges of the HCCI engine is the dif-
ficulty to control. This is mainly because, unlike the gasoline
engines (with spark ignition) or the diesel engines (with fuel
injection), the HCCI engine lacks any direct means to initiate
the combustion, and, instead, it should attempt to set the
thermal and chemical condition at IVC (intake valve closing)
as optimal for the auto-ignition as possible only by relying
on such indirect control actuations as VVT (variable valve
timing), exhaust re-breathing and trapping for EGR (exhaust
gas recirculation), intake heating, fuel injection during the
intake process, pilot fuel injection during NVO (negative valve
overlap), etc.

This problem of HCCI engine control has been actively
researched and many strong results have been proposed, with
their predominant majority relying on the Arrhenius integral to
model and predict the in-cylinder combustion (e.g., [1]–[12]),
which is given by:

Kth =

∫ θSOC

θIVC

Ae
E
T [f ]a[O2]b

dθ

w
(1)

where θ, w are the engine crank angle and speed, θIVC, θSOC
are the crank angles at IVC (intake valve closing) and SOC
(start of combustion), [f ], [O2] are the mole concentrations
of fuel and oxygen, and A,E, a, b are the constant parameters
fitted against operating conditions. Auto-ignition is assumed to
occur when the integral reaches Kth = 1 as θSOC progresses.
Due to its integral form with θSOC unknown to identify,
this expression (1) is not so suitable for real-time control
computation. To overcome this, the following approximate
form is often adopted (e.g., [1]–[6]):

Kth ≈ Ae
E

TTDC [f ]aTDC[O2]bTDC
∆θc
w
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where ∆θc = θSOC− θTDC, with the assumption that the com-
bustion procession can be captured well-enough by the state
at TDC. Another frequently-adopted form of the Arrhenius
integral is (e.g., [7]–[12]):

Kth ≈
∫ θSOC

θIVC

APnsc (θ)e
E

Tc(θ)
dθ

w

with the assumption that the combustion procession depends
only on the progression of θ with the in-cylinder pres-
sure Pc(θ) = PIVC(VIVC/V (θ))np and temperature Tc(θ) =
TIVC(VIVC/V (θ))np−1 assumed to follow a polytropic process,
with np, ns respectively being the polytropic constant and the
reaction sensitivity constant for Pc. For both the forms above,
the constant parameters, A,E, a, b, ns, are also required to be
fitted well across various composition/temperature conditions
of the HCCI combustion process; and θSOC always occurs after
θTDC (or θIVC) and remains close enough to θTDC (or θIVC) to
ensure the approximation be valid.

We can then see that these Arrhenius-based approaches
have the following limitations for the HCCI engine control:
1) their prediction of the combustion procession is not robust,
thus, can (likely) trigger erroneous control action, as they
essentially “propagate” the TDC (or IVC) state with no
sensing correction through the HCCI combustion process, that
is known to exhibit high variability (w.r.t., initial conditions
[12]), with the estimated TDC (or IVC) state also containing
uncertainty in itself; 2) they are not adequate to address such
anomalies in HCCI combustion as partial burn, misfire or
abrupt combustion, which any HCCI control should be able to
properly control or suppress, yet, for which θSOC in the above
Arrhenius-based formalisms can occur too far from θTDC (or
θIVC), before θTDC (or θIVC), or even does not exist at all; and
3) they are limited in covering the wide spectrum of the HCCI
engine combustion, from complete combustion to misfire, and
from high load to low load conditions, as they rely on only
limited number of constant parameters (e.g., A,E, a, b, ns) to
be fitted well across all that variety of compositional, thermal
and chemical conditions possible with the HCCI combustion.

These limitations of the Arrhenius-based approaches, we
believe, can be overcome by utilizing the in-cylinder pressure
sensing, which is subsumed in many results (e.g., [1]–[12])
and also recognized indispensable by several OEM (original
equipment manufacture) companies (e.g., General Motors1,
Mazda2) for the commercialization of HCCI engines. By
providing direct information of how the combustion processes,
this in-cylinder pressure sensing would allow for more ac-
curate, comprehensive and robust estimation and control of
the combustion, that can incorporate the wide spectrum of
the HCCI engine combustion while also reacting to such
combustion anomalies as excessive partial burn, misfire, and
premature combustion. This in-cylinder pressure sensing in-
formation can also be exploited to significantly improve the
estimation accuracy of the in-cylinder heat transfer, which has
profound effect on the HCCI engine combustion, thus, should

1https://archives.media.gm.com/archive/newspublisher/support file/11-05-
2008/38/080623powertrain20081105124825.pdf

2US Patent, 9,719,441 B2, Control device for compression ignition-type
engine, 2017

be as accurately estimated as possible for proper functioning
of the HCCI combustion control (see Sec. V).

In this paper, we propose a novel modeling, estimation and
control framework for the HCCI engine combustion using this
in-cylinder pressure sensing. We first develop a discrete-time
cyclic control-oriented model of the HCCI engine process,
for which we replace the Arrhenius integral by quantities
based on the direct in-cylinder pressure sensing related to
the status of combustion (e.g., combustion efficiency ηmk ).
We then propose a nonlinear state feedback control for the
HCCI engine process, which consists of: 1) exact feedback
linearization to maximize the ability of the control model
to cover the wide spectrum of combustion and the transient
control; and 2) the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) with
switching gains to incorporate the control actuation limitation.
We also present how ηmk and the state can be estimated for the
feedback control with the in-cylinder pressure sensing, while
substantially improving the estimation accuracy by including
the NVO reaction, temperature dependence of specific heats,
etc. We also propose a new approach for heat transfer esti-
mation, which, by utilizing the principal component analysis
(PCA), can systematically guide us to choose, and also not to
omit, the variables of significance, some of which turn out to
be accurately computable only with the in-cylinder pressure
sensing. This PCA-based approach substantially enhances the
estimation accuracy of the heat transfer, which is of paramount
importance for the HCCI engine control, yet, whose estimation
has been often too simple to capture the physics of heat
transfer (e.g., single correction parameter ε: e.g., [1]–[3], [6]–
[8], [10]). The efficacy of the proposed framework is then
demonstrated by using a continuous-time detailed engine sim-
ulation model built on MatLab/SimuLink and Cantera Toolbox
for the scenarios of engine load transitions and recovery
from severe partial burn, along with the enlarged regions-
of-attraction with less stringent actuation limitation. To our
knowledge, the framework proposed here is the very first result
on the HCCI engine control, which completely replaces the
combustion phasing prediction based on the Arrhenius integral
by the direct measurement of combustion status based on the
in-cylinder pressure sensing. We also believe our proposed
approach to heat transfer modeling via PCA is novel and can
potentially be useful for other applications as well.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The discrete-
time HCCI control model with the in-cylinder pressure sensing
is derived in Sec. III. Estimation of the ηmk and the state
using the in-cylinder pressure sensing is discussed in Sec.
IV. The novel PCA-based heat transfer modeling method is
presented in Sec. V. Nonlinear state feedback control based
on the feedback linearization and LQR is designed in Sec. VI.
Simulation using the detailed chemical/thermodynamic engine
model is performed in Sec. VII. Some concluding remarks are
given in Sec. VIII.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

We model the HCCI engine process to be composed of
the following stages: 1) main combustion, starting from IVC
(intake valve closing) to EVO (exhaust valve opening), in
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Fig. 1: Illustration of HCCI engine cycle: control actuation (i.e.,
V EVC
k , uf,k) is computed during the control decision period by using

the state information (i.e., T IVC
k , nIVC

f,k) at IVC and the in-cylinder
pressure sensing from the main combustion process.

which the in-cylinder gas-fuel mixture is compressed from
IVC to TDC (top dead center) and the auto-ignition occurs
if the condition is favorable; 2) exhaust process, starting from
EVO to EVC (exhaust valve closing), where the early EVC
is used before TDC to trap some exhaust gas to control the
in-cylinder thermal energy for stable combustion; 3) negative
valve overlap (NVO), starting from EVC to IVO, during which
the residual gas is re-compressed and re-expanded to trap high
thermal energy to the next cycle; and 4) intake process, starting
from IVO to IVC, where the fresh air is inducted into the
cylinder through BDC (bottom dead center) with fuel injection.
A typical HCCI engine cycle is illustrated in Fig. 1.

To clearly manifest the promise/feasibility of the in-cylinder
pressure sensing for the HCCI control without being hindered
by other factors, we make the following assumptions. We
consider the control input to be:

uk =
[
uf,k, V EVC

k

]T
(2)

where uf,k is the moles of the injected fuel during the intake
process and V EVC

k is the cylinder volume at EVC controlled
by VVT. For simplicity, we also set VIVC = VEVO and V EVC

k =
V IVO
k (i.e., symmetric w.r.t. BDC or TDC), where V ?k is the

volume at ? of the k-th cycle. On the other hand, we do not
include the pilot injection, since, although its effectiveness is
well-known for the HCCI control (e.g., [3], [4]), its reaction
kinetics and consequences are too complex to precisely model
anyway and we can also still vividly manifest the efficacy of
using the in-cylinder pressure sensing even only with the main
injection uf,k - see Sec. VII.

Our framework proposed in this paper relies on the control
model (Sec. III) and the estimation model (Sec. IV). The
control model is a discrete cyclic nonlinear state map, which
is simple enough for fast computation yet still rich enough
to capture the essence of the HCCI dynamics, particularly
partial burn and misfire with the in-cylinder pressure sensing.

This control model is referenced at IVC, the instance most
directly influencing the combustion. We design the control
law (Sec. VI) based on this control model, for which the
control action (i.e., uf,k, V EVC

k ) is calculated between EVO
and EVC (i.e., during the control decision period of Fig. 1)
by using the direct in-cylinder pressure sensing information of
the main combustion (i.e., IVC-EVO). The in-cylinder pressure
sensing during the NVO is not incorporated in this control
computation, as it occurs after the instance of applying V EVC

k

(i.e., causality). How to utilize the NVO in-cylinder pressure
information with the modification of the control model is a
topic for future research.

To compute the state (T IVC
k , nIVC

f,k ) and the quantities neces-
sary to compute the control action (e.g., main combustion and
the NVO heat transfers and main combustion efficiency ηmk ),
instead of relying on the control model, which is simplified
for the real-time computation of control actuation, here, we
adopt a separate estimation model. The NVO reaction, which
is omitted in the control model due to the issue of causality
as stated above, is also fully incorporated into this estimation
model. Utilizing this separate estimation model turns out to
substantially improve the accuracy of the estimation, and,
consequently, the performance of the combustion control. How
to integrate this estimation model with the control model in the
form of state or disturbance observers with some measurement
feedback is a topic for future research. We now start with the
control model.

III. CONTROL MODEL

For the control model, we choose the following state at IVC:

xHCCI
k =

[
T IVC
k , nIVC

f,k

]T
(3)

where T IVC
k is the temperature of the in-cylinder gas mixture,

and nIVC
f,k is the moles of the (equivalent) fuel, all at the

IVC of the k-th cycle. Iso-octane C8H18 is used as surrogate
fuel instead of gasoline. This same state (T IVC

k , nIVC
f,k ) is also

adopted in [10] for misfire prediction of HCCI process. In
fact, when we derive the control model with the moles of
oxygen nIVC

O2,k
also included, we found the model results in a

non-minimal realization with nIVC
O2,k

being controllable yet not
observable.

For the control model, we also make the following as-
sumptions: 1) the specific gas constant (i.e., R̄), the constant
volume/pressure specific heat (i.e., c̄v , c̄p), the heat capacity
constant during intake/exhaust processes (i.e., γ̄in, γ̄ex) of
the in-cylinder gas mixture are all constant regardless of
the mixture composition and temperature, where the mixture-
invariance is assumed because those of the major species in
the cylinder (e.g., N2, O2, CO2) are more or less similar3 and
the mass fraction of fuel is also typically small (≈ 0.02) due
to lean burn of the HCCI process, whereas the temperature-
invariance is adopted for the simplicity of control model; and
2) the effect of heat transfer (between the gas mixture to the
cylinder wall) on the combustion stability is significant only

3For instance, c̄N2
v = 0.743, c̄O2

v = 0.659, c̄CO2
v = 0.655, c̄H2O

v = 1.46
and R̄N2 = 0.297, R̄O2 = 0.260, R̄CO2 = 0.189, R̄H2O = 0.461 , all
in [kJ/(kg·K)] at 293K.
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during the main combustion and the NVO process, and not so
for the intake and exhaust processes, with that for the main
combustion and NVO process to be estimated via PCA as
stated in Sec. V and fully incorporated into the control and/or
estimation models. Let us now see how the state xHCCI

k (3)
propagates through each stage of the HCCI cycle.

A. Main Combustion Process (IVC-EVO)

We start from the fact that nIVC
k ≈ nEVO

k , since, even for the
complete combustion under the stoichiometric air-fuel ratio,
the moles of the total charge increase only less than 6%. Then,
using nIVC

k = nEVO
k with the ideal gas law and VIVC = VEVO

(i.e., symmetric IVC and EVO valve timing), we have

T EVO
k =

P EVO
k

P IVC
k

T IVC
k (4)

where P EVO
k , P IVC

k can be measured by using the in-cylinder
pressure sensing. The other state at EVO, nEVO

f,k , can also be
computed by

nEVO
f,k = (1− ηmk )nIVC

f,k (5)

where ηmk is the main combustion efficiency containing the
work done by the gas mixture to the piston Wm

k and the
gas-cylinder heat transfer effect Qmk in it, which are to be
estimated by using the in-cylinder pressure sensing and the
heat transfer linear regression based on PCA as explained in
Sec. IV-A and Sec. V, respectively. Note that this ηmk allows
us to compute the unburned fuel residual after partial burn or
misfire. Note also that, here, thanks to the in-cylinder pressure
sensing (i.e., P EVO

k ), we can greatly simplify (4) with the
necessity of including ηmk therein eliminated (see Sec. III-C
and Sec. IV-A).

B. Exhaust Process (EVO-EVC)

With the heat transfer effect during the exhaust process as-
sumed not significant as stated above and the gas composition
also more or less maintained to be the same throughout the
process, we can model the exhaust process as a polytropic
expansion process s.t.,

T EVC
k =

(
PEVC

P EVO
k

) γ̄ex−1
γ̄ex

T EVO
k (6)

where, for derivation simplicity, we approximate the in-
cylinder pressure PEVC (and also PIVO, PIVC) being constant
as observed from our simulation studies. This PEVC is usually
higher than Patm though due to the interplay between the valve
closing and the compressing effect by the piston at EVC.
This PEVC (and also PIVO, PIVC) is measured by using the
in-cylinder pressure sensor.

To compute nEVC
f,k still trapped in the cylinder after the

exhaust process, following [2], we define:

βk :=
nEVC
k

nEVO
k

=

(
PEVC

P EVO
k

) 1
γ̄ex V EVC

k

VEVO
(7)

where nEVO
k , nEVC

k are respectively the moles of the in-cylinder
mixture at EVO and at EVC. Here, (7) is derived from ideal

gas law nEVO
k =

P EVO
k VEVO

RuT EVO
k

, nEVC
k =

PEVCV
EVC
k

RuT EVC
k

, where Ru is the
universal gas constant, and (6). Then, assuming that the same
mixture composition is maintained, we can obtain:

nEVC
f,k = βk · nEVO

f,k (8)

C. Negative Valve Overlap (EVC-IVO)

Chemical reaction during the NVO is important for the
HCCI combustion stability, particularly when the main com-
bustion ends incomplete (e.g., [3], [12]). For this, we cannot
adopt its combustion efficiency ηNVO

k to simplify the modeling
of this NVO process as we have done for the main combustion
process in Sec. III-A. This is because the control actuation
(V EVC
k , uf,k) and the control model, on which they rely on,

should be computed before the control application (i.e., before
injecting V EVC

k , or during the control decision period in Fig. 1),
which yet occurs before the NVO process, thus, we can neither
access the “future” NVO process information nor compute
ηNVO
k .

To circumvent this issue of causality, here, we attempt
to predict the NVO state in a conservative manner so that,
although the prediction might be incorrect, the combustion
stability can still be retained. More precisely, we assume no
NVO reaction occur for the control model. This then implies
that, even if the prediction gets wrong (some NVO reaction
taking place), T IVO

k and consequently T IVC
k become higher than

the predicted. This would then render the thermal condition
at IVC more favorable than the predicted, thereby, the control
actuation based on the (less favorable) predicted condition still
can maintain the combustion nuder the (more favorable) real
condition. See Sec. VII for the efficacy of this conservative
NVO prediction approach.

For this conservative NVO modeling, let us apply the first
law of thermodynamics through the NVO:

mEVC
k c̄v

(
T IVO
k − T EVC

k

)
= −Q̆NVO

k −WNVO

where mEVC
k is the mass of the mixture, which is constant

from EVC to IVO, c̄v is the constant volume specific heat
(assumed to be constant as stated before Sec. III-A), WNVO
is work done during NVO, which is set to be constant as we
assume no NVO reaction, and Q̆NVO

k is the mixtrue-to-cylinder
heat transfer during the NVO, which is obtained by using the
PCA-based linear interpolation of QNVO

k in (19) in Sec. V
with WNVO

k = WNVO (i.e., Q̆NVO
k = QNVO

k |WNVO
k =WNVO

). Then,
applying the ideal gas law PEVCV

EVC
k = mEVC

k R̄T EVC
k , we can

obtain:

T IVO
k = T EVC

k

(
1− R̄

c̄v
· Q̆

NVO
k +WNVO

PEVCV
EVC
k

)
(9)

Further, without the NVO reaction, we simply have

nIVO
f,k = nEVC

f,k (10)

as well as nIVO
k = nEVC

k and mIVO
f,k = mEVC

f,k
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T IVC
k+1 =f1

(
T IVC
k , nIVC

f,k, uf,k, V
EVC
k , P IVC

k , P EVO
k

)
:=
PIVCVIVC

Ru
·

PIVCVIVC

RuTin
+
uf,kh̄vap

Tin
+

(
PEVC

P EVO
k

) 1
γ̄ex P IVC

k V EVC
k

RuT IVC
k

−
(
PIVC

PIVO

) γ̄in−1
γ̄in PEVCV

EVC
k

RuTin

(
1 −

R̄

c̄v
·
Q̆NVO

k +WNVO

PEVCV
EVC
k

)−1

nIVC
f,k+1 =f2

(
T IVC
k , nIVC

f,k, uf,k, V
EVC
k , P EVO

k , ηmk

)
:= uf,k + nIVC

f,k(1 − ηmk )
V EVC
k

VEVO

(
PEVC

P EVO
k

) 1
γ̄ex

TABLE I: State-update equation of the HCCI engine control model, where (T IVC
k , nIVC

f,k) is the state at the IVC, and (uf,k, V
EVC
k ) is the

control input. The in-cylinder pressure sensing is incorporated via P IVC
k , P EVO

k and ηmk , with ηmk containing the work done Wm
k during the

main combustion, that can be computed by using the pressure sensing. This control model and the control input based on that are then
computed during the control decision period of Fig. 1 before applying V EVC

k and uf,k.

D. Intake Process with Fuel Injection (IVO-IVC)
To model the fuel mixing during the intake process, we

adopt the first law formulation of [2], which is formulated
at a constant pressure, yet, for our HCCI engine model, we
observe PIVO > PIVC. Thus, we insert a fictitious isenstropic
expansion from IVO to a fictitious state EXP at PIVC and apply
the first law of [2] from EXP to IVC. For this, recall we assume
the heat transfer during the intake process is negligible above.
Then, similar to (6), T EXP

k is given by

T EXP
k =

(
PEXP

PIVO

) γ̄in−1

γ̄in

T IVO
k (11)

where PEXP = PIVC and γ̄in is the polytropic coefficient of
the in-cylinder mixture at IVO, which is also assumed to be
constant as stated in the beginning of Sec. III. Here, note
that we cannot use the direct in-cylinder pressure sensing in
the place of PEXP and PIVO, since P IVC

k+1 and P IVO
k are not

accessible during the control decision period of Fig. 1.
We then apply the first law from EXP to IVC, with the

assumptions that: 1) the gas mixture at IVO still remains in
the cylinder during the intake process (although expanded
polytropically as modeled above); 2) the mass (or moles)
fraction of the fuel is negligible w.r.t. the in-cylinder mixture
as explained before Sec. III-A; 3) the heat transfer effect is
negligible; and 4) the pressure is maintained at PEXP. Then,
we can obtain:

mIVO
k c̄vT

EXP
k − PEXP(VIVC − V EXP

k ) +min
a,k c̄pTin − uf,khvap

= (mIVO
k +min

a,k)c̄vT
IVC
k+1 (12)

where min
a,k is the mass of the induced mass with Tin being

its temperature; mIVO
k is the in-cylinder mixture mass at

IVO, which stays in the cylinder until IVC; W IVC,k+1
EXP,k =

PEXP(VIVC − V EXP
k ) is the work done; QIVC,k+1

EXP,k = 0 is the
heat transfer effect; hvap is the fuel vaporization enthalpy;
and c̄p is the constant pressure specific heat. Utilizing the
ideal gas laws, PEXPV

EXP
k = mEVC

k R̄T EXP
k and PEXPVIVC =

(mIVO
k + min

a,k)R̄T IVC
k+1, with R̄ = c̄p − c̄v , we can further

obtain:

nina,k =
PIVCVIVC +Ru · [uf,kh̄vap − nIVO

k T EXP
k ]

RuTin

where h̄vap , (hvapR̄)/(c̄pRu), and mIVO
k R̄ ≈ nIVO

k Ru and
min
a,kR̄ ≈ nina,kRu as assumed before Sec. III-A.

Then, using the ideal gas law, we can compute:

T IVC
k+1 =

PIVCVIVC

Run
IVC
k+1

=
PIVCVIVC

Ru(nIVO
k + nina,k)

where nIVO
k = nEVC

k due to the assumption of no NVO reaction
(see Sec. III-C) with nEVC

k =
PEVCV

EVC
k

RuT EVC
k

and (6). Combining (5),
(8) and (10), the other state, nIVC

f,k+1, can also be obtained by

nIVC
f,k+1 = uf,k + nIVC

f,k (1− ηmk )βk

that is, the moles of fuel at IVC, nIVC
f,k+1, is the sum of the

fuel injection uf,k during the intake process and the residual
fuel trapped after the exhaust process.

E. Control Model State-Update Equation

Combining all the above equations, we can finally attain the
nonlinear state-update equation of the HCCI control model as
given in the Table I, where (T IVC

k , nIVC
f,k ) is the state at the IVC

and (uf,k, V
EVC
k ) is the control input, which is to be designed

in Sec. VI. The in-cylinder pressure sensing is also incorpo-
rated in this control model equation via P IVC

k , P EVO
k and ηmk ,

where ηmk is a function of T IVC
k , nIVC

f,k (i.e., state), P IVC
k , P EVO

k

(i.e., pressure sensing) and Wm
k (i.e., work done, that is also

computable by using the pressure sensing) - see (13). On the
other hand, from (19), the term Q̆NVO

k = QNVO
k |WNVO

k =WNVO

contains T EVC
k , V EVC

k and WNVO, with T EVC
k computable by

using T IVC
k with P IVC

k and P IVC
k , whereas V EVC

k and WNVO are
respectively the given control input and assumed to be constant
(see Sec. III-C). All the other terms are constant. We can then
see that the control model in Table I (and consequently, the
control actuation based upon that) can be computed during the
control decision period of Fig. 1.

In comparison with the majority of other HCCI control
results relying on the Arrhenius integral (e.g., [1]–[12]), the
unique feature of our control model in Table I is its utilizing
the in-cylinder pressure sensing, which, by directly measuring
how the main combustion goes, allows the control model to
better cover the wide range of combustion (e.g., partial burn,
misfire) and the transient control, while also rendering the
control model itself simpler than those in [1]–[12].
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IV. ESTIMATION MODEL

To implement the feedback control designed in Sec. VI
for the control model in Table I, on top of the in-cylinder
pressure measurements (i.e., P IVC

k , P EVO
k ), we also need to

know (T IVC
k , nIVC

f,k ) as well as (Q̆NVO
k , ηmk ). In this Sec. IV, we

explain how to estimate this state (T IVC
k , nIVC

f,k ) and the main
combustion efficiency ηmk by using the in-cylinder pressure
sensing. The estimation problem of the NVO heat transfer
QNVO
k (with Q̆NVO

k = QNVO
k |WNVO

k =WNVO
) and the main combus-

tion heat transfer Qmk (necessary to compute ηmk ) is discussed
in Sec. V, where a novel method based on PCA to estimate
these heat transfers is presented.

To estimate (T IVC
k , nIVC

f,k ) and ηmk , instead of relying on the
control model of Sec. III, we adopt a separate estimation
model, for which we still utilize the assumptions of Sec. III, al-
though we also incorporate: 1) the NVO reaction by measuring
its work WNVO

k−1 and combustion efficiency ηNVO
k−1 ; 2) the direct

measurement of P EVC
k−1 , P

IVO
k−1, P

IVC
k instead of assuming them

constant; 3) the temperature-dependence of c̄?, γ̄?, R̄, although
their composition-invariance is still assumed; and 4) all the
information throughout the previous cycle instead of those
only from IVC to EVO of the current cycle for the control
model (i.e., causality). The inclusion of these items turns out
to significantly improve the estimation accuracy - see Fig. 2.
The estimation proposed here is an one-step predictor (i.e.,
propagate ?k−1 to ?k with sensor information) with no sensor
feedback correction and estimator dynamics. How to extend
it to a dynamic optimal estimator by incorporating sensor
feedback correction, state/sensing uncertainty, and possibly a
control dynamic model in Table 1, with full analysis of its
dynamic coupling with the state feedback control of Sec. VI
(e.g., nonlinear system separation principle [13]) is a topic for
future research.

A. Estimation of ηmk
Let us apply the first law of thermodynamics to the main

combustion process (i.e., IVC to EVO):

UEVO
k − U IVC

k = −Qmk −Wm
k

where U is the internal energy, Qmk is the heat transfer between
the gas mixture to the cylinder wall, and Wm

k is the work done
by the gas to the piston. Then, with U = US+UF (i.e., internal
energy composed of the sensible and formation energies) and
the definition of enthalpy H , U + PV , we have

UEVO
S,k − U IVC

S,k +Qmk +Wm
k

= H IVC
F,k −HEVO

F,k − (P IVC
F V IVC

F,k − P EVO
F V EVO

F,k )

where F = (298.15K, Patm) is the standard reference state.
Using the fact that P IVC

F V IVC
F,k − P EVO

F V EVO
F,k at F is much

smaller than other terms, we then compute the combustion
efficiency s.t.,

ηmk :=
H IVC
F,k −HEVO

F,k

nIVC
f,kLHVF

(13)

=
mIVC
k

[∫ T EVO
k

TF
c̄EVO
v dT −

∫ T IVC
k

TF
c̄IVC
v dT

]
+Qmk +Wm

k

nIVC
f,kLHV F

where mIVC
k is the mass of the mixture, which is constant from

IVC to EVO, Qmk is estimated in Sec. V, Wm
k to be measured

by using the in-cylinder pressure sensing, and T IVC
k , nIVC

f,k are
provided by the estimations of Sec. IV-B and Sec. IV-C.
We also use the following relations: T EVO

k = T IVC
k

P EVO
k

P IVC
k

with
the fact that nEVO

k ≈ nIVC
k as stated in Sec. III-A; and

mIVC
k =

P IVC
k VIVC

R̄IVCT IVC
k

, where R̄IVC is the individual gas constant
fitted against the various IVC conditions to more precisely
capture the effect of injected fuel. To improve the estimation
accuracy, instead of using the single constant c̄v as done in
Sec. III, we also linearly interpolate c̄IVC

v (T ), c̄EVO
v (T ) w.r.t.

the mixture temperature T :

c̄IVC
v (T ) = 0.0002T + 0.6724 [kJ/kg·K]

c̄EVO
v (T ) = 0.0002T + 0.6790 [kJ/kg·K]

from 400K to 800K for c̄IVC
v and from 800K to 1300K for c̄EVO

v ,
each representing their respective typical operation ranges.

B. Estimation of T IVC
k

We start from T EVC
k−1 , the bootstrapping for which can be at-

tained by initiating the estimation from the known steady-state
condition with some sensing (e.g., exhaust port thermocouple).
Then, we can estimate the moles of the in-cylinder mixture at
EVC s.t.,

nEVC
k−1 =

P EVC
k−1V

EVC
k−1

RuT
EVC
k−1

After EVC, the period of NVO (i.e., EVC-IVO) ensues, during
which some reaction of unburned fuel is possible. Even so, we
still approximate nIVO

k−1 = nEVC
k−1 following the same argument

for nIVC
k = nEVO

k as stated in Sec. III-A. The in-cylinder
temperature can yet noticeably change with the NVO reaction,
which can be estimated by using the in-cylinder pressure
sensing s.t., similar to (4),

T IVO
k−1 = T EVC

k−1

P IVO
k−1

P EVC
k−1

(14)

using the ideal gas law and V EVC
k = V IVO

k .
The in-cylinder charge then undergoes the intake process

with fuel mixing. Rather than introducing the fictitious state
EXP as done for the control model in Sec. III-D, here, we
directly apply the first law of thermodynamics from IVO to
IVC, i.e., similar to (12),

nIVC
k

∫ T IVC
k

TF

cIVC
v (T )dT − nIVO

k−1

∫ T IVO
k−1

TF

cIVO
v (T )dT (15)

− (nIVC
k − nIVO

k−1)RuTF

= cairp (nIVC
k − nIVO

k−1 − uf,k−1)(Tin − TF )

+ cfuelp uf,k−1(Tfuel − TF )−W in
k−1 − uf,k−1hvap

where W in
k−1 is the work during the intake process, which

can be measured by using the (stored) in-cylinder pressure
sensor data of the (k−1)-th cycle. We also linearly interpolate
cIVC
v (T ), cIVO

v (T ) w.r.t., T as similarly done for (13):

cIVO
v (T ) = 0.0059T + 18.3847 [kJ/(kmol·K)]

cIVC
v (T ) = 0.0072T + 19.1166 [kJ/(kmol·K)]

Dongjun
Highlight
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where the slight difference between cIVO
v (T ) and cIVC

v (T )
is due to the presence of the injected fuel uf,k. On the
other hand, we use cfuelp = 203.5214 [kJ/(kmol·K)] and
cairp = 29.1224 [kJ/(kmol·K)] respectively at Tin = 323K
and Tfuel = 323.15K.

Note then that, from (15), both nIVC
k , T IVC

k are unknown.
For this, integrating (15) with nIVC

k =
P IVC
k VIVC

RuT IVC
k

, we can obtain
a quadratic equation of T IVC

k from (15) s.t.,

A(T IVC
k )2 +BT IVC

k + C = 0

with A > 0 (i.e., specific heat increases with the temperature)
and C < 0 even for the case of extremely low intake
temperature (e.g., Tin = 100K). Then, since AC < 0, there
always exist two positive and negative solutions, among which
we choose the positive one as the estimate of T IVC

k .

C. Estimation of nIVC
f,k

Although the fuel injection uf,k between IVO and IVC is
known, nIVC

f,k contains the unburned fuel carried over from the
previous cycles as well. To estimate this nIVC

f,k , we assume that
nIVC
f,k−1 is known, the bootstrapping for which can be attained

by initiating the fuel tracking from the known steady-state
condition with the aid of some sensing (e.g., exhaust O2 and
MAF sensors). Then, the moles of the residual fuel after the
main combustion are given by

nEVO
f,k−1 = (1− ηmk−1)nIVC

f,k−1

similar to (5), where ηmk−1 is the main combustion efficiency,
the estimation of which is discussed in Sec. IV-A. This fuel
nEVO
f,k−1 then experiences the polytropic exhaust process as

stated in Sec. III-B, i.e., similar to (8),

nEVC
f,k−1 = βk−1 · nEVO

f,k−1

where βk−1 is the expansion ratio as defined in (7).
The period of NVO then follows, during which some

chemical reaction may occur. Then, similar to (13), we can
compute the NVO combustion efficiency ηNVO

k−1 s.t.,

ηNVO
k−1 =

mEVC
k−1

[∫ T IVO
k−1

TF
c̄IVO
v dT −

∫ T EVC
k−1

TF
c̄EVC
v dT

]
+QNVO

k−1 +WNVO
k−1

nEVC
f,k−1LHV F

where T IVO
k−1 is specified by (14), and mEVC

k−1 =
P EVC
k−1V

EVC
k−1

R̄T EVC
k−1

. We

also assume c̄IVO
v (T ) ≈ c̄EVC

v (T ) ≈ c̄N2
v (T ) as stated in Sec. III

(i.e., composition-invariance) and linearly interpolate them for
the typical NVO temperature range (400K-1300K) to obtain:

c̄IVO
v (T ) = c̄EVC

v (T ) = 0.0002T + 0.6563 [kJ/kg·K]

With this ηNVO
k−1 , we can then write:

nIVO
f,k−1 = (1− ηNVO

k−1)nEVC
f,k−1

Finally, with the assumption of Sec. III-D that the in-cylinder
gas at IVO stays in the cylinder during the intake process, we
have:

nIVC
f,k = nIVO

f,k−1 + uf,k−1
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Fig. 2: Estimation of T IVC
k (top), nIVC

f,k (middle) and ηmk (bottom)
using the procedures of Sec. IV with in-cylinder pressure sensing
(in red solid spheres or asterisks) and the continuous-time data from
the simulation model of Sec. VII-A (in solid blue line or circle),
including (near) complete combustion (1st and 2nd cycles), partial
burn (3rd cycle), (near) misfire (4th and 5th cycles), and noticeable
NVO reaction (3rd cycle). Also shown are T EVO

k , T IVO
k , nEVO

f,k , n
EVC
f,k

and nIVO
f,k (in red circles).

The efficacy of the estimation proposed from Sec. IV-A to
IV-C is shown in Fig. 2, where we can see that the esti-
mated quantities match fairly well with that from the detailed
continuous-time simulation model (Sec. VII-A) for complete
combustion, partial burn and even misfire.

V. HEAT TRANSFER MODELING WITH PCA
Heat transfer is of paramount importance for the HCCI

engine control, since it can significantly affect the thermal
state of the in-cylinder gas mixture. This heat transfer has
fairly complex physics, yet, is often modeled in rather a simple
way. One of such a simple way to capture the heat transfer
effect is:

Q = ε · (LHVF · nf ) (16)

where LHVF is the lower heating value of the fuel, nf is
fuel amount at the beginning of the stage, and ε ∈ (0, 1)
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Fig. 3: Heat transfer versus available chemical energy of fuel of
the main combustion (left) and the NVO process (right) from the
continuous-time details simulation model of Sec. VII-A. For the main
combustion, region with over 50J of heat transfer can be considered
as complete combustion whereas that with around 20J as misfire. For
the NVO process, regions with over 30J of heat transfer is associated
with the NVO reaction.

is scaling factor to relate the heat transfer amount with the
burned fuel. This “ε-method” has been widely used in the
HCCI control literature (e.g., [1]–[3], [6]–[8], [10]) for its
simplicity. However, it is too simple to capture the complexity
of the heat transfer of the HCCI engines as elucidated below.
Here, we present a novel method to estimate Qmk and QNVO

k ,
which are used both for the control model in Sec. III and the
estimation process in Sec. IV. In particular, we utilize PCA
(principal component analysis) so that we can include all the
important variables to fit Qmk and QNVO

k against those, thereby,
improving the estimation accuracy significantly for the wide
spectrum of the HCCI combustion. Here, we only focus on
Qmk and QNVO

k , as the heat transfer effect of other stages of
the HCCI cycle is assumed to be negligible - see Sec. III.

To show the inadequacy of the ε-method for the HCCI
engine control, we perform simulations with the continuous-
time detailed Cantera-based simulation model of Sec. VII-A
with the Woschni heat transfer model [14], [15]. The results

are shown in Fig. 3, where the heat transfer effect (i.e.,
Q) versus the available chemical energy of the fuel (i.e.,
LHVF · nf ) are presented for the main combustion and the
NVO process. From Fig. 3, it is clear that the ε-method cannot
adequately capture the heat transfer effect of our HCCI engine
process, particularly given that the HCCI engine control should
be able to address the wide-spectrum of possible HCCI engine
combustions. This then suggests that the heat transfer effect of
the HCCI engine can never be captured by just one parameter
(i.e., ε) and more parameters are likely indispensable.

To decide how many parameters are necessary and what
they are, here, we utilize PCA (principal component analysis
[16]). More precisely, we start with the following candidate to
model the heat transfer:

Q = fcn(T, nf ,W, V ) (17)

where T is the initial temperature of the gas mixture, nf
is the mole number of the fuel, W is the work done by
the gas mixture to the piston, and V is the initial cylinder
volume. Here, W can be measured by using the in-cylinder
pressure sensing. We then perform the PCA analysis against
more than 1200-cycle data with various main combustion
conditions and the NVO reaction. The result is shown in
Table II, where the weights of each principal component are
normalized to make their sum to be unity. We also have two
to four dimensions for the PCA analysis for Qmk , since its
parameters are (T IVC

k , nIVC
f,k ,W

m
k ) with VIVC fixed (e.g., PCA

analysis on the three dimension space of (Qmk , T
IVC
k ,Wm

k )),
whereas two to five dimensions for QNVO

k with its parameters
to be (T EVC

k , nEVC
f,k ,W

m
NVO, V

EVC
k ). The smaller the variance is,

the less significant that principal component is. What we want
is then to choose a set of (n − 1)-parameters in such a way
that the n-dimensional space can be captured by the (n − 1)
principal components as much as possible (i.e., minimize the
variance of the n-th principal component) so that Q can be
approximated by the (n − 1)-parameters possibly in a linear
manner.

From the Table II, we can then find“optimal” choice of
parameters as marked by the boldfaced column. Using this
“optimal” parameters, we can further approximate the heat
transfer effect s.t.,

Qmk = pm0 + pmT T
IVC
k + pmWW

m
k (18)

QNVO
k = pNVO

0 + pNVO
T T EVC

k + pNVO
W WNVO

k + pNVO
V V EVC

k (19)

where p? are the linear regression coefficients. Although fcn in
(17) is in general nonlinear, we find these linear interpolations
(18)-(19) can still capture their respective heat transfer effects
fairly well with R2

adj = 0.9803, RMSE = 3.3743J for (18);
and R2

adj = 0.9761, RMSE = 0.9966J for (19). This is
also confirmed by the good estimation performance of Fig. 2
across various conditions of the main combustion and the NVO
reaction, for which (18)-(19) are used. This PCA analysis of
Table II clearly shows that the ε-method (16) is not adequate
for the HCCI combustion control, although widely used in
many works for its simplicity. This also suggests that the in-
cylinder pressure sensing is important, and likely imperative,
to precisely estimate the heat transfer effect, since Wm

k and
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2 dim. 3 dim. 4 dim.

Qm
k + T IVC

k nIVC
f,k Wm

k T IVC
k , nIVC

f,k T IVC
k ,Wm

k nIVC
f,k,W

m
k T IVC

k , nIVC
f,k,W

m
k

PC1 .8858 .5567 .9829 .6380 .8607 .6586 .6589

PC2 .1142 .4433 .0171 .3030 .1354 .3312 .2664

PC3 - - - .0589 .0039 .0101 .0718

PC4 - - - - - - .0029

Sum. 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

2 dim. 3 dim. 4 dim. 5 dim.

QNVO
k + T EVC

k nEVC
f,k Wm

NVO V EVC
k

T EVC
k

nEVC
f,k

T EVC
k

Wm
NVO

T EVC
k

V EVC
k

nEVC
f,k

Wm
NVO

nEVC
f,k

V EVC
k

Wm
NVO

V EVC
k

T EVC
k

nEVC
f,k

Wm
NVO

T EVC
k

nEVC
f,k

V EVC
k

T EVC
k

Wm
NVO

V EVC
k

nEVC
f,k

Wm
NVO

V EVC
k

T EVC
k , nEVC

f,k

Wm
NVO, V

EVC
k

PC1 .9267 .9084 .5619 .7394 .8783 .6219 .6776 .6059 .6904 .5062 .6613 .6936 .5087 .5188 .5560

PC2 .0733 .0916 .4381 .2606 .0747 .3565 .2995 .3417 .2605 .3207 .2680 .2342 .2940 .2615 .2372

PC3 - - - - .0470 .0216 .0229 .0523 .0490 .1730 .0555 .0558 .1943 .1877 .1607

PC4 - - - - - - - - - - .0152 .0164 .0029 .0319 .0444

PC5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .0017

Sum. 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

TABLE II: PCA analysis of the heat transfer modeling for the main combustion (up) and the NVO process (bottom): shown is the variance
of each principal component with the optimal parameter set also indicated by the boldfaced columns.

WNVO
k , that are computable only with the pressure sensing, are

clearly not omittable from the PCA analysis. More rigorous
treatment on the minimal sensing requirement for precise heat
transfer estimation is a topic for future research.

VI. NONLINEAR FEEDBACK CONTROL DESIGN

In this Sec. VI, we design a nonlinear state feedback control
for the control model in Table I, which, although simplified,
due to its adoption of the direct in-cylinder pressure sensing,
can still capture the essence of the HCCI process, particularly
the wide-range of combustion including partial burn and
misfire. To fully exploit this capacity, here, we design our
control to consist of the two-loops: feedback linearization and
linear quadratic requlator (LQR). First, we adopt the feedback
linearization, since, from its being an exact linearization, it can
preserve the applicability of the nonlinear control model in Ta-
ble I across wide operating conditions, which is compromised
when approximate Jacobian linearization is used (e.g., [1], [4],
[6], [9]). We then choose LQR due to its synthesis simplicity
and well-known robustness, with a set of multiple weighting
matrices also utilized to address the actuation limitations (i.e.,
|V EVC
k − V EVC

k−1 | ≤ ∆Vmax and 0 ≤ uf,k ≤ uf,max). The
concept of common Lyapunov function [17] is then utilized
to ensure the stability of the switching among these multiple
LQR controllers.

A. Control Model in Affine Form

We first convert the control model in Table I in an affine
form more amiable for control design. For this, we modify the

state s.t.,

xk :=
[

1
T IVC
k

nIVC
f,k

]
instead of (3). Then, we can rewrite in Table I s.t.,

xk+1 = Hk +Gkuk =

[
β1,k

0

]
+

[
β2 β3,k

1 γk

]
uk (20)

where

uk =[uf,k, V
EVC
k ]T

β1,k =
1

Tin
+
R̄

c̄v

(
PIVC

PIVO

) γ̄in−1

γ̄in

·
pNVO

0 +pNVO
T

(
PEVC
PEVO
k

) γ̄ex−1
γ̄ex PEVO

k
P IVC
k

T IVC
k +(1+pNVO

W )WNVO

PIVCVIVCTin

β2 =
Ruh̄vap

PIVCVIVCTin

β3,k =

(
PEVC

P EVO
k

) 1
γ̄ex P IVC

k V EVC
k

PIVCVIVCT
IVC
k

−
(
PIVC

PIVO

) γ̄in−1

γ̄in PEVC

PIVCVIVCTin

(
1− R̄

c̄v

qNVO
v

PEVC

)
γk =

nIVC
f,k (1− ηmk )

VEVO

(
PEVC

P EVO
k

) 1
γ̄ex

Here, note that β2 is constant, while β1,k, β3,k and γk are the
functions of previous state xk, pressure measurments P EVC

k ,
P IVO
k , P IVC

k and ηmk .
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B. Feedback Linearization and Switching LQR

We first design the feedback linearization for (20) s.t.,

uk = G−1
k (−Hk +Aeek +Beτk + xd) (21)

with which the dynamics (20) simply becomes

ek+1 = Aeek +Beτk

where xd is the target state defined according to, e.g., desired
(CA50, NMEP), ek , xk − xd, Ae, Be are some suitably
defined error state and input matrices, and τk is to embed
the LQR control. To improve the robustness, we also add the
integral control by augmenting the error dynamics with

νk+1 = νk + ek

Then, the total error dynamics becomes(
ek+1

νk+1

)
=

[
Ae 0
I I

](
ek
νk

)
+

[
Be
0

]
τk (22)

or simply zk+1 = Azzk + Bzτk for which we design LQR
control with the cost function:

Jj =

∞∑
k=0

(zTk Qjzk + τTk Rjτk)

where zk = [ek; νk] ∈ <4 and Qj ∈ <4×4 and Rj ∈ <2×2

are the positive semi-definite error state weighting matrix and
the positive-definite input weighting matrix, respectively. The
LQR control τk is then given by:

τk,j = Kjzk (23)

with Kj = −(BTz PjBz + Rj)
−1BTz PjAz ∈ <2×4, where

Pj ∈ <4×4 is the solution of the following discrete-time
algebraic Riccati equation with (Qj , Rj):

Pj +ATz PjBz(B
T
z PjBz +Rj)

−1BTz PjAz −ATz PjAz = Qj

where Az, Bz are the state and input matrices of (22). Here,
we choose Ae, Be, Qj so that (Az, Bz) is controllable and
(Az, Qj) is detectable - see below.

Once we compute τk,j in (23), we can recover uk by
using (21), which, however, may violate the control actuation
limitation as stated above. To address this, we utilize multiple
pairs of (Qj , Rj), j = 1, 2, · · · , 6, and off-line compute the
LQR gain Kj for each (Qj , Rj). Then, during the operation,
we on-line check if τk,j (23) respects the constraint or not, and
choose the most aggressive control (i.e., with the largest Qj
w.r.t. Rj) among the allowable. More precisely, we choose:

Qj =


108 0 0 0
0 1018 0 0
0 0 104 0
0 0 0 1014

 Rj =

[
108+rj 0

0 1018+rj

]

with Ae = 0.1I , Be = I , and rj ∈ {−10,−8, · · · , 0},
j = 1, 2, .., 6. Proving stability of this switching LQR itself
is a challenging topic [5], and, here, we utilize the common
Lyapunov function technique (e.g., [17]). That is, with the
LQR control (23) computed with different Qj , Rj , we then
have the following closed-loop error dynamics:

zk+1 = (Az +BzKj) zk =: Acl,jzk

where Acl,j ∈ <4×4 is switching with its index j =
1, 2, · · · , 6. With each Acl,j as given above, we can then easily
show the following linear matrix inequality is feasible:

find symmetric M ∈ <4×4

s.t. M > 0

ATcl,jMAcl,j −M ≤ 0, ∀j = 1, 2, · · · , 6

implying the existence of the common Lyapunov function
V (z) , zTMz for all Acl,j , thus, the stability of the switching
LQR controllers follows.

Here, we adopt LQR for its well-known robustness and
synthesis simplicity. Other control techniques (e.g., pole place-
ment control, robust control, etc.) are of course also possible,
for which additional control actuations (e.g., pilot fuel injec-
tion, asymmetric NVO timing, various IVC timing, etc.) may
be considered as well. Note also that, since our control here
relies on the (exact) feedback linearization, if the simulation
model of Sec. VII-A is the same as the control model in Table
1, regardless of how nonlinear they are, we can precisely attain
the control objective (i.e., ek → 0) as long as doing so respects
the actuation limitation. Of course, this does not happen here,
since the (detailed) simulation model in Sec. VII-A is much
more complicated than the (simplified) control model in Table
1 with some discrepancy between them inevitable. We can then
expect that the effect of this discrepancy can still be suppressed
if it is small enough and large-enough control authority can
be recruited. This is indeed confirmed by the plots of regions-
of-attraction in Fig. 6 of Sec. VII-D with various control
actuation options, where instability (i.e., misfire) can occur if
the perturbation is too far from the nominal point, for which
the control action is computed. Full robustness analysis with
unmodeled dynamics and model uncertainty, and the design of
robust control to subdue them (e.g., H∞/H2-control, sliding
mode control, etc.) are beyond the scope of this paper and a
topic for our future research.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation Model and Data Fitting

To validate our proposed HCCI modeling and control frame-
work, we utilize the detailed simulation model of the HCCI en-
gine, which, based on [18] and built by using Matlab/Simulink
and Cantera Chemical Kinetics Toolbox (Cantera), is a
continuous-time single-cylinder, zero-dimensional and cycle-
coupled HCCI model, composed of gas exchange model (in-
take/exhaust/backflow), chemical kinetics model with C8H18

as the surrogate fuel, fuel injection model during the intake
process, in-cylinder charge model, and in-cylinder temperature
model. After-treatment or boosting systems are not considered.
Simulation engine parameters along with those for the control
model, estimation model and heat transfer model are presented
in Table III.

Woschni heat transfer model [14] is also adopted to simulate
the heat transfer effect between mixture and cylinder wall:

h̄wall = αP 0.8
c

(
C1S̄p

)0.8
B−0.2T−0.55

c (24)

where h̄wall is average heat transfer coefficient, α,C1 are
scaling factors, Pc, Tc are pressure, temperature of mixture
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(a) High-to-low load transition
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(b) Low-to-high load transition

Fig. 4: Continuous-time data nO2(t), T (t) of the simulation model and control input uf,k, V
EVC
k for the engine load transition under the

open-loop control (thin red), and the proposed nonlinear control (thick blue)

in cylinder, S̄p is mean piston speed, and B is bore of the
cylinder. We assumes that the cylinder wall temperature is
maintained at 500K as also used in [15]. We also perform the
data fitting of c̄v, c̄p, R̄, γ̄ex, γ̄in, PEVC, PIVO, PIVC for various
operating conditions encompassing misfire, partial burn and
complete combustion. This number of the fitted parameters
for our models is fewer than that of the models using the
Arrhenius integral due to our adoption of the direct in-cylinder
pressure sensing.

B. Engine Load Transition

We perform the engine load transition simulation from the
high load (i.e., 7CAD fuel injection, NMEP ≈ 4.7bar) to the
low load (i.e., 5CAD fuel injection, NMEP ≈ 3.3bar) and vice
versa. The steady-state/complete-combustion state equilibrium
of these two loads are found to be: x̄H = (T̄ IVC

k , n̄IVC
f,k ) =

(469[K], 11.94 × 10−8[kmol]) and x̄L = (T̄ IVC
k , n̄IVC

f,k ) =
(471[K], 8.582 × 10−8[kmol]). Possible maximum of valve
timing change per cycle ∆θmax is set to be 10 CAD/cycle.

The results are shown in Fig. 4, where the transition control
is triggered at the 4th cycle. We can then observe that: 1) the
open-loop control cannot attain the low-to-high transition and
results in misfire due to its lacking of consideration of the
transient dynamics, although it happens to achieve the high-
to-low transition; and 2) our proposed nonlinear control can
ensure both the low-to-high and high-to-low transitions with

more precise control and faster convergence due to its utilizing
the direct in-cylinder pressure sensing.

C. Partial Burn Recovery

We run the simulation at the nominal state (T IVC
∞ , nIVC

f,∞) =
(481.5[K], 11.96 × 10−8[kmol]) under the open-loop con-
trol, and our proposed nonlinear control. The nominal con-
trol, which is used for the open-loop, is found to be the
steady-state value of our proposed nonlinear control, that is,
(uf,∞, V

EVC
∞ ) = (11.75 × 10−8[kmol], 2.697 × 10−4[m3]),

which corresponds to the injection duration of 7CAD and EVC
timing of 74CAD bTDC. We also set ∆θmax as 10CAD/cycle.
We then intentionally perturb the nominal state (T IVC

∞ , nIVC
f,∞)

to (T IVC
o , nIVC

f,o ) = (468.7[K], 11.75×10−8[kmol]) at the zero-
th cycle of Fig. 5, which then results in severe partial burn with
ηmo ≈ 3.15% and no prominent combustion pressure peak.
From this partial burn, the open-loop control keeps applying
the nominal control (uf,∞, V

EVC
∞ ) and ends up with misfire.

In contrast, using the direct in-cylinder pressure sensing, our
proposed nonlinear control can detect, and quickly react to,
the initial partial burn, and drive the engine to recover to the
nominal state (T IVC

∞ , nIVC
f,∞) from the 3rd cycle (i.e., 0.2-0.3[s]

in Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5: Partial burn recovery simulation (with ηmo ≈ 3.15%)
under the open-loop control (thin red) and the proposed nonlinear
control (thick blue): (top) nO2(t) and T (t) from the continuous-time
simulation model; (bottom) applied control uf,k and V EVC

k .

D. Regions of Attraction

To show the robustness of our proposed control framework,
we perturb the state of the HCCI simulation model from
the equilibrium condition (T IVC

∞ , nIVC
f,∞) = (481.5[K], 11.96×

10−8[kmol]) with nIVC
O2,∞ = 2.41 × 10−6[kmol]. The results

are shown in Fig. 6 under the open-loop control (top), the
proposed control with ∆θmax =10CAD/cycle (middle) and the
proposed control with ∆θmax =20CAD/cycle (bottom). We
can then see that the open-loop control exhibits the smallest
region of attraction, which is substantially expanded with
our proposed nonlinear control. This is even more so with
∆θmax =20CAD/cycle suggesting the importance of the agile
valve actuation for the robust HCCI engine control.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We present a novel modeling, estimation and control frame-
work for HCCI engines with in-cylinder pressure sensing. By
utilizing direct in-cylinder pressure information and (exact)
feedback linearization, our proposed framework can cover the
wide spectrum of combustion of the HCCI engines, including
partial burn and misfire; and also attain more stable and
precise transient control, all the while being simpler than
other control schemes based on the Arrhenius integral. A new
PCA-based heat transfer modeling method is also presented to
substantially improve the estimation accuracy over the widely-
used ε-method. The efficacy of the proposed framework is
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Fig. 6: Region of attraction with the open-loop control (top), our
proposed nonlinear control with ∆θmax=10CAD/cycle (middle) and
with ∆θmax=20CAD/cycle (bottom). The direction and the (log-
scale) length of each arrow represent the state evolution after five
cycles. Also shown are the integral curves of the velocity fields.

then demonstrated by using the detailed continuous-time HCCI
engine simulation model for the scenarios of the engine load
transition and the partial burn recovery, with the enlarged
regions-of-attraction with less stringent actuation limitation
also shown.

Some topics for future research include: 1) dynamic optimal
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estimator design incorporating sensor feedback correction,
state/sensing uncertainty and also possibly the control dynamic
model; 2) new control design with additional actuation (e.g.,
pilot fuel injection, NVO timing); 3) robustness analysis and
robust control design; and 4) experimental validation and
comparison with other HCCI engine control techniques.
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Parameter Definition Value

Gas mixture constants

Ru Universial gas constant 8.315 kJ/kmol·K

R̄ Specific gas constant of mixture 0.2832 kJ/kg·K

R̄IVC Specific gas constant at IVC 0.2923 kJ/kg·K

c̄v Constant volume specific ratio 0.8732 kJ/kg·K

c̄p Constant pressure specific ratio 1.188 kJ/kg·K

γ̄ex Polytropic coef. of exhaust process 1.6661

γ̄in Polytropic coef. of intake process 1.2642

Tin Inlet manifold temperature 323 K

Modeled parameters

PEVC Modeled pressure at EVC 161.12 kPa

PIVO Modeled pressure at IVO 144.14 kPa

PIVC Modeled pressure at IVC 110.78 kPa

WNVO Modeled work done during NVO −7.4194 J

Heat transfer

pm0 Heat transfer parameter in (18) −45.21 J

pmT Heat transfer parameter in (18) 0.1531 J/K

pmW Heat transfer parameter in (18) 0.1601

pNVO
0 Heat transfer parameter in (19) −28.85 J

pNVO
T Heat transfer parameter in (19) 0.0341 J/K

pNVO
W Heat transfer parameter in (19) 0.1672

pNVO
V Heat transfer parameter in (19) 8.21 × 104 J/m3

Engine parameter

B Bore of the cylinder 94 mm

Storke 85.6 mm

Connecting rod length 140 mm

Compression ratio 13

Engine RPM 1200 RPM

Cylinder wall temperature 500 K

VIVC Cylinder volume at IVC 5.93 × 10-4 m3

VEVC Cylinder volume at EVO 5.93 × 10-4 m3

Fuel

hvap Fuel vaporization enthalpy 3.51 × 104 kJ/kmol

h̄vap (hvapR̄)/(c̄pRu) 1025 K

LHVF Lower heating value of the fuel 5.10 × 109 J/kmol

Tfuel Temperature of the fuel 323 K

Fuel injection rate 13.8 g/s

Actuation limitation

∆θmax Max valve timing change per cycle 10 (or 20) CAD

uf,max Limitation of fuel injection mole 3.36 × 10-7 kmol

TABLE III: Parameters for modeling and simulation.
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